
CROSS BORDER 
MEXICO AND 
SOUTHERN 
BORDER SERVICES 

EXPEDITORS MEXICO AND  

SOUTHERN BORDER NETWORK

Our network consists of local, trained industry experts in our 
border offices and throughout Mexico. This team of experts 
coordinates the interior pick up, over the road transport and 
final mile delivery of shipments in Mexico, the United States 
and Canada.

The benefit to your organization is having your orders 
serviced in a secure environment where the potential for 
risk is highly reduced. This is accomplished through efficient 
load building, border drayage management, expedited 
border clearance, ground transportation coordination, 
and supply chain security Integration with our C-TPAT 
carrier base facilitates the timely interchange between 
Mexico and U.S. carrier equipment. Additionally, Expeditors 
provides round trip trailer utilization which affords customer 
access to capacity in key markets and minimizes exposure 
to paying for empty miles between Northbound and 
Southbound operations.

In addition to the 18 company owned offices servicing our 
Mexico and U.S. Southern Border operations, Expeditors has 
another 52 offices servicing the U.S. and Canada.

GROUND 

Domestic LTL, FTL, 

Standard, Expedited, 

Dedicated Use, Team Drivers 

and Specialized Equipment

SECURE 

Secure yard at each border 

crossing  to manage the 

border drayage service 

combined with 24 hour 

shipment monitoring

VISIBILITY 

End-to-end shipment 

visibility via exp.o our 

proprietary secure, web 

based Internet tracking 

and reporting platform

CROSS BORDER 

Local representation in the U.S., 

Canada & Mexico using only C-TPAT 

certified carriers and integrating 

Customs Brokerage, providing a 

seamless supply chain solution
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Expeditors’ Transcon Product offers a 

customized suite of domestic services 

throughout North America. Our Cross 

Border Solutions provides end to end, 

door to door service that integrates 

customs brokerage, risk management 

while managing cargo flows via our 

secure, gated yards and cross docks at 

each border crossing.

REGIONAL STRUCTURE

28 Locations 
Service in all Border Crossing/Entry Ports 

1,000+ Employees in Mexico 
450+ Employees in U.S. Southern Border

41 Licensed Custom Brokers at the U.S. Southern Border 
24 Licensed Custom Brokers in Mexico


